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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT

DESIGN DEFICIENCY COULD AFFECT
MAIN CONTROL ROOM ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Gentlemen:

In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v), Georgia
'

Power Company is submitting the enclosed Licersee Event Report (LER)
concerning a condition that could have prevented an ESF from fully
performing its safety function. This event occurred at Plant Hatch -
Units 1 and 2.

Sincerely,

CZ#/M# \

[J.T.Beckham,Jr.!_

SRB /CT/cr

Enclosure: LER 50-321/1991-009

cc: (See next page.)
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V.S. Nuc1 car Regulatory Connission
August 5, 1991
Page lwo

cc: Gtorgia Power _Cf.mp_ gly
Mr. H. L. Sumner General Manager - Nuclear Plant
NORMS

UtL_fluclear Regghtory Coma 11ssion. WnhingisnuE
.

Mr. K. Jabbour, licensing Project Manav r - Hatch

UmL_lhiclear ResulAlory Comntin. inn,_Realor._11
Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator
Mr. L. D. Wert, Senior Resident inspector - Hatch
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On 7/12/91, at approximately 1205 CDT, Units 1 and 2 were in the Itun mode at
2436 CMVT (100 percent of rated thermal power). At that time, nonlicensed
personnel determined that t i .e Vain control Room Environmental Control (MCREC)
syFtem did not comply with the singic failure design criterion as required by
the plant / s Final Saf ety Analysis Report. Specifically, the air conditioning
subsystem of the MCREC syst 'm could not sustain a single failure to the system's
class 1E power supply and still maintain the Main Control Room temperature
within the Technical Specifications limits. Connequently, it was determined
that only one MCREC system was operable contrary to the plant's Technical
Spocificat ions which require that two independent systems be operable. A
limiting condition of oper4. tion (LCO) was entered per the Technical
Specifications. On 7/16/91, a design change and a procedure revision were
completed bringing the system into compliance with the single ;ailure design
criterion. The LCO was subseqc-ntly terminated.

| The cause of the event was less than adequate design of the system.

Corrective actions include implementing design changes to the syst em and
revising a procedure to bring the system into compliance with the single failure
design criterion. Also, a design review of the system is be!ng performed to
determine if other problenis exist in relation to the single failure design
criterion.
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PLANT A!JD SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric - Boiling Vater Reactor
Energy Industry Identification System Codes ate identified in the text as (0115
Code XX).

--

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

on 7/12/91, at approximately 1205 CDT, Units 1 and 2 vere in the Run mode at
2436 CMVT (100 percent of rated thermal pover). At that time, nonlicensed

Nuclear Safety and Compliance personnel determined that the air conditioning
subsystem of the Main Conttol Room Environmental Control (MCREC, Ells Code VI)
system did not meet the single failure criterion specified in the plant's Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Specificallp, a single failure resulting in the
loss of one division of the Class 1E electrical power supply to the MCREC system
vould result in the air conditioning subsystem operating at 50 percent of its
design capacity and, thus, vould be unable to maintain the Main Control Room
(EIIS Code NA) at or below 105 degrees Fahrenheit as required by Unit 2
Technical Specifications, section 4.7.2.a. Vith the single failure criterion

"not met, only one as opposed to two independent MCREC trains could be assumed to
be operable, contrary to the requirements of Unit 1 Technical Specifications,
section 3.12.A.1.a and Unit 2 Technical Specifications, section 3.7.2.n. (The
MCREC system is shared by both units.) Deficiency Card 1-91-3110 vas written to
document the condition and track corrective actions < Licensed personnel vote
notified and Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) 1-91-364 (fot Unit 1) and
2-91-519 (for Unit 2) vete ini tiated per the r espective unit's Technical

-

Specifications.

The MCREC air conditioning subsystem consists of three 50 percent capacity
trains. Each train includes an air handling unit (1Z41-B003A, B, and C), a
refrigeration unit (1Z41-B008A, B, and C), and support equipment. Two trains,

trains 'A' and 'C', are normally in operation providing 100 percent cooling
capacity and train 'B' is normally in standhy. The standby train is designed to
start automatically on a lov flow condition occurring in either of ttains 'A' or
'C'.

The MCREC air conditioning subsystem teceives povet from two independent and
redundant Class 1E essential buses (Ells Code EB). Division I bus 1R24-S002
supplies power to Train 'A'. Division II bus 1R24-SUO3 supplies povet to Train
'B' - the standby train. Sving bus IR24-5029 supplies power to Train 'C'. The
sving bus can be configured to receive power from Division II bus 1R24-S003 (the
normal supply) or from Division I bur 1R24-S002 (the alternate supply).

- ._ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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The notmal system line-up has the 'A' and 'C' trains in operation with train 'C'
being povered from Division II bus 1R24-5003 via sving bus 1R24-5029. Train 'B'
vas designed to provide backup cooling in the event that either train 'A' or 'C'

became inoperative. If train 'A' became inoperative, then trains 'C' and 'B'
vould be povered f rom Division II bus 1R24-5003. If Division II bus 1R24-S003
failed, bus 1R24-S029 could be transferred to the Division I bus 1R24-S002
restoring t.over to train 'C'. In this case, trains 'A' and 'C' vould be "

opetating and both poveted itom Division I bus 1R24-S002.

In 1989, plant personnel requested the Architect Engineer to specify which povet
supply for 1R24-S029 vas the preferred normal supply and which was the alternate
supply. The Architect Engineet, in responding to the request, evaluated the
loading of the buses and determined that operating the 'A' and 'C' trains
concurrently and povered from the same bus, 1R24-S002, or operating 'B' and 'C'

trains concurrently and povered from the same bus, 1R24-5003, vould result in
overloading the feeder cables to the applicable bus. To address this pr oblem,
the Architect Engineer recommended that train 'C' be aligned to the divisional
bus that was not supplying povet to the other operating train (i.e., Division 11
bus 1R24-S003 if train 'A' vete in operation or Division I bus 1R24-5002 .if
train 'B' vere in operation). Accordingly, procedure 3450-Z41-001-15, " con t r ol
Room Ventilation System," vas revised to incorporate the recommendation.

On 7/12/91, Nuclear Safety and Compliance personnel had been reviewing the
adequacy of the procedural instructions in 3450-Z41-001-IS for transferring the
power supply for train 'C' vhen they determined that the inability to load two
of the system trains simultaneously on one Class 1E divisional bus presented a
single failure concern. In particular, if each bus could only power one train,
then loss of either bus vould result in only one train being operable, which is
insufficient for cooling the Main Control Room. Personnel also noted in the
review that the power supply configuration for the controls of train 'C' also
presented a single failure concern. The 'C' train controls have a dedicated
power supply, Class lE Division II bus 1R24-S003, whereas the 'C' taain
electrical components are povered ftom the sving bus 1R24-5029. This
configuration vould result in a loss of control power to the 'C' train in the
event that the Division II bus vere ineperable. Personnel subsequently vrote a
deficiency card on the two deficient conditions and notified licensed personnel.

Design Change Request 1H91-130 vas developed and implemented to tesolve the
power supply problem for the train 'C' controls. The power distribution system
has been reconfigured so that t pon a loss of power to the train 'C' controls
from the normal supply, Division II bus 1R24-5003, a transfer can be made to the
Division I bus IR24-S002. Regarding the potential ov2rload problem, an
evaluation of the loads on buses 1R24-5002 and 1R24-5003 shoved that several
specific loads can be disconnected from the buses so that two tiains can be
powered from one bus vithout creating an overload conditlon. Procedutc
34S0-Z41-001-15 vas revised to requite disconnecting relected loads should two
trains have to be povered from the same bus. Each buses' feeder cables are
sized to handle the resulting loads.

.. _ _ - . _ _ .
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The described changes i completed by 7/16/91. LCO's 1-91-364 and 2-91-519
vete subsequently ter td at approximately 1630 CDT, on 7/16/91.

CAUSE OF EVENT

1he cause of this event is less than adequate design. The architect engineer
did not sufficiently evaluate the povet supply scheme to the MCREC att handling
units / compressors to ensure that the requited single fallute design criterion
var met.

REPORTABILITY ANALYSIS AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This report is required by 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) because the power supply design
for the MCREC system was such that a single fallute could prevent the
fulfillment of its safety function.

The purpose of the MCREC air conditioning subsystem is to maintain the Main
Control Room temperature within acceptable limits during normal plant operations
and following an accident to ensur e Main Control Room equipment reliability and
Main Control Room habitability.

A conservative analysis was performed to determine the impact that operating the
air conditioning system at 50 percent capacity would have on the Main Control
Room temperature. Some of the conservative assumptions vete as follows. The
temperature of the ultimate heat sink for the MCREC system, the Plant Service
Vater System (EIIS Code BS), was assumed to be at the maximum design limit of 95
degrees Fahrenheit. The Tuthine Building (EIIS Code NM) which Souses the Main
Control Room was assumed te be at 110 degrees Fahtenheit, the maximum
temperature expected during normal operation. Also, the outside ambient alt
temperature va.2 assumed to be 95 degrees Fahrenheit. Based on the analysis,
should the MCREC system he reduced to 50% capacity, the Main Control Room could
potentially reach a temperature of approximately 120 degtees Fahrenheit in 40
minutes. At this temneratute the Main Control Room would be considered
uninhabitable and the Main Control Room instturnentation reliability
questionable.

The MCIGC system provides suppot t for systems designed to perlotm a safety
function in that it affords habitability of the Main control Room during normal ,

plant operation and following a design bacis accident. In an assumeu votst rase
scenario, the single failure addressed in this report could occut coincident
with a design basis accident such as a LOCA or a Main Steam Line hieak. In such

,
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an event, safety related s3 stems vould function automatically to shutdown the
reactor and restore it to stable conditions within minutes folloving the
initiating event. Consequently, ample time vould be available to ensure that
the reactor is stable before the Main Control Room temperature reaches 120
degrees Fahrenheit necessitating evacuation of the Main Control Room. Priot to
the Hain Control Room becoming uninhabitable, operation of each unit could be
transferred to the Remote Shutdovn system. The Bemote Shutdovn system has the
capability for prompt hot shutdovn of the reactor, including necessary
instrumentation and control to maintain the unit in a safe condition during hot
shutdovn, and subsequent cold shutdown of the teactor through use of
administrative procedures.

It is postulated that within 24 hours, the MCREC air conditioning subsystem
could be restored to 100 percent operating capacity. Following cooldovn of the
air space and testing of instrumentation, operation of the plant could then be
transferred back to the Main Control Room.

Based on the above information, this event had no adverse affeet on nuclear
safety. This analysis applies to all operating conditions.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

DCR 1H91-130 vas implemented to provide an alternate power supply for the tiain
'C' controls in the event that the Division II power supply is inoperative. The
DCR was completed on 7/16/91.

procedure 34S0-Z41-001-15 has been revised to provide instructions for
disconnecting specific loads from buses 1R24-5002, 1R24-5003, or 1R24-S029 to
allow the operation of two air conditioning trains povered from the same bus
without causing an overload condition. This is a temporary corrective action.
The feeder cables to buses 1R24-5002 and 1R24-5903 vill be replaced with larget
capacity cables during the next linit 1 Refueling Outage currently scheduled to
begin 9/18/91. At that time selective load shedding of the buses vill no longer
be required and the procedural instructions vill be deleted.

As mentioned in the " Additional Information" section of this report, three
previous sitnllar events have beer, 'dentified in which the MCREC system design
was found to deviate from the single failure design ctiterion. In each case,
the design was corrected to bring the system into compliance with the design
requirement. These examples may be indicative of a generic problem with the
design of the system. Consequently, a design review of the sjstem vill be
performed to evaluate it against the single fallute design criterion. This
reviev vill be completed by 12/31/91.

ADDITIONAL,INFORMATION

No systems other than the MCREC system vere affected by this event.
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Thtee previous similar events have been identified in which the McRtc system was
determined not to be in compliance with the single fallute design critarion.
These events vere reported in LERs 50-321/87-04, Revision 1. dated 8/8/88 and
50-321/88-11, dated 6/8/08. The first event, repotted in LER 50-321/87-04,
Revision 1, involved a singic fuse failure preventing the HCREC system from
fully entering the isolation mode. The second event, also reported in LER
50-321/87-04, Revision 1, involved a fallute of one chlorine gas monitor
preventing the HCREC system from fully entering the pressurization mode. The
third event involved the use of non-seismic atea radiation monitots in the HCREC
system pressurization mode actuation logic system, l'allut e of the moni tor s
during a seismic event could have possibly grounded the actuation logic circuits
rendering them inoperable and preventing the system ftom enteting the
pressurization mode.

Corrective actions for these events included design changes in each case to
bring the system into compliance with the single failuie design ciiterion.
These corrective actions vould not have pievented this event since the portion
of the system involved in this event was unique to this event.
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